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Topics

• Three waves of AI
• XAI Definition
• Importance of XAI
• Most Probable Explanation: Computation
• Explainability vs Performance
Waves of AI Models

FIRST WAVE

Rule-based System
- Input
- Hand-designed program
- Output

Classic Machine Learning
- Input
- Hand-designed Features
- Mapping from features
- Output

SECOND WAVE

Representation Learning
- Input
- Features
- Mapping from features
- Output

Deep Learning
- Input
- Simple features
- Additional layers of more abstract features
- Mapping from features
- Output

Shaded boxes indicate components that can learn from data.

Focus was on discriminative models: supervised learning.
Third Wave: Probabilistic AI

• Focus on generative models
  – Construct distributions explicitly that are queried

• Algorithms/Architectures for:
  – Representation
    • Bayesian nets, Markov Random Fields
  – Inference
    • Exact, Approximate, Monte Carlo, Variational
  – Learning
Explainable AI (DARPA)

Why did you do that?  
Why not something else?  
When do you succeed?  
When do you fail?  
When can I trust you?  
How do I correct an error?
Examples of XAI

1. Medical AI
   – Decisions can be worse with AI
   – e.g., Patient discharge to a nursing home

2. Forensics: Jury needs explanation
   Questioned
   Known
AI Models and XAI

• First wave (Knowledge-based systems such as decision trees were naturally suited for XAI)
• Second wave methods were focused on discrimination
• Third wave is more suited for explainability
  – Inference in PGMs has methods for most probable explanation (MPE)
    • Also called Maximum A posteriori Probability assignment
Most Probable Explanation (MPE)

Student has received a job offer $J=j^1$. We want an explanation.

1. Most probable (MAP) setting for all variables $I,D,G,S,L,A$
2. Most probable setting for $I$

MPE for all variables

Conditioning with Job with $J=j^1$

MPE is:
- $I = i^1$: Is Intelligent
- $D = d^0$: course is Difficult
- $G = g^0$: Grade is $A$
- $S = s^1$: high SAT
- $L = l^1$: strong Letter
- $A = a^1$: Apply for Job

MPE inference:

Conditional Probability:
Numerator:


Max of numerator:

$$P(I, D, G, S, L, A, J) = 0.9 * 0.6 * 0.8 * 0.9 * 0.9 * 0.3 * 0.6 = 0.0629856$$

Denominator requires Marginal Inference

$$P(J = j^1) = \sum_I \sum_D \sum_G \sum_S \sum_L \sum_A P(I, D, G, S, L, A, J = j^1) = 0.3679$$

MAX Conditional Probability:

$$P(I, D, G, S, L, A|J = 1) = 0.0629856 / 0.3679 = 0.1712$$
MPE for \( I \) given \( Job = 1 \)

The most probable explanation of \( Intelligence \) given \( Job : J=j^1 \)

Answer: \( I = i^1 \): Is Intelligent

**Formula:**

\[
P(I|J = 1) = \frac{P(I, J)}{P(J = 1)}
\]

\[
\]

\[
P(I = 0, J = 1) = 0.9 * 0.6 * 0.8 * 0.9 * 0.9 * 0.3 * 0.6 = 0.0629
\]

\[
P(I = 1, J = 1) = 0.6 * 0.7 * 0.3 * 0.9 * 0.95 * 0.6 * 0.6 = 0.0387
\]

\[
P(I = 0|J = 1) = \frac{0.0387}{(0.0629 + 0.0387)} = 0.381
\]

\[
P(I = 1|J = 1) = \frac{0.0629}{(0.0629 + 0.0387)} = 0.619
\]
Forward Sampling from Student BN

Algorithm 12.1 Forward Sampling in a Bayesian network

```
Procedure Forward-Sample (B)  // Bayesian network over X

1 Let X₁, ..., Xₙ be a topological ordering of X
2 for i = 1, ..., n
3    uᵢ ← x(Paₓᵢ)  // Assignment to Paₓᵢ in x₁, ..., xᵢ-₁
4    Sample xᵢ from P(Xᵢ | uᵢ)
5 return (x₁, ..., xₙ)
```

**PGMPY:**

```python
from pgmpy.sampling import BayesianModelSampling

forward_sampler = BayesianModelSampling(student)
samples = forward_sampler.forward_sample(size=1000)
```
PGM classification over 1000 samples

```python
from pgmpy.models import BayesianModel
from pgmpy.factors.discrete import TabularCPD
from pgmpy.inference import VariableElimination

student = BayesianModel()
student.add_nodes_from(['diff', 'intel', 'grade', 'sat', 'letter', 'apply', 'job'])
student.add_edges_from([('diff', 'grade'),
                        ('intel', 'grade'),
                        ('intel', 'sat'),
                        ('grade', 'letter'),
                        ('apply', 'job'),
                        ('letter', 'job'),
                        ('sat', 'job'))]
student.fit(train)

inference = VariableElimination(student)
counter = 0
for index, row in test.iterrows():
    mle1 = inference.map_query(variables=['sat', 'letter'],
                                evidence={'job': row['job']})
    mle2 = inference.map_query(variables=['intel'],
                                evidence={'sat': mle1['sat'],
                                          'letter': mle1['letter']})
    if (mle2['intel'] == row['intel']):
        counter += 1

print('Accuracy is: ' + str(counter/test.shape[0]*100))
Accuracy is: 88.125
```

Results:
- Training Accuracy: 91.875%
- Testing Accuracy: 88.125%

**Figure 5.3** The Student example augmented with a Job variable
Logistic Regression for Intelligence

Training Hyperparameters:
- Number of Epochs: 100
- Batch Size: 100
- Number of samples: 1000
- Number of Training samples: 800
- Number of Validation samples: 200

Results:
- Training Accuracy: 94.62%
- Training Loss: 0.1580
- Testing Accuracy: 96%
- Testing Loss: 0.1534

Logistic Regression output:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Intelligence = 0</th>
<th>Intelligence = 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job = 1</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.962</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Explanation:

The most probable explanation given student gets job is:
- 96% probability that student is intelligent;

Formula:

\[ P(I = 0|J = 1) = 0.498 \]
\[ P(I = 1|J = 1) = 0.502 \]
Explainable System v/s High performance system

Explainable System Results:
• Training Accuracy: 91.875%
• Testing Accuracy: 88.125%

High Performance System Results:
• Training Accuracy: 94.62%
• Training Loss: 0.1580
• Testing Loss: 0.1534
• Testing Accuracy: 96%

Figure 5.3: The Student example augmented with a Job variable

```
inference = VariableElimination(student)
counter = 0
for index, row in test.iterrows():
    mle1 = inference.map_query(variables=['sat','letter'],
                               evidence={'job': row['job']})
    mle2 = inference.map_query(variables=['intel'],
                               evidence={'sat': mle1['sat'],
                                         'letter': mle1['letter']})
    if(mle2['intel'] == row['intel']):
        counter += 1
print('Accuracy is: ' + str(counter/test.shape[0]*100))
```

Accuracy is: 88.125
AI Model Trade-off
Explainability vs Performance